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You are warmly invited to the exhibition preview: 

Friday 3rd April, 6pm – 8pm 

The gallery is open on Mondays (11am – 5pm)  

and Tuesday to Saturday (10am – 5.30pm) 

 

The White Room presents an enlivening range of work by Katherine April, an artist 

whose photographs explore hideaways and the inextricable link between shelter and 

nature.

Katherine is interested in our relationship with nature and the overpowering existence 

and necessity of shelter in the modern world. Nature haunts her interior scenes as it 

becomes clear that there is no escaping it: the mind does not rest and often seeks the 

other, no matter where one is. We may strive towards finding hideaways but then pine 

for time apart from them, envisioning and being drawn to wilderness once more. 

This exhibition consists of a selection of brand new work by the artist - bold, 

vibrant and full of clarity, along with older pieces that have never been shown 

before - dark, grainy and searching amidst bright, quiet spaces.  

Sunlight pervades; flowers and outlines of trees and sky erase parts of walls and faces; 

the body and its aspects become animalistic, recalling experiences of the great outdoors 

gone by. 

Photographs are piled onto three walls and Katherine invites others to contribute 

images of their own hideaways to the exhibition. These will be displayed on a wall as 

small postcard-sized photographs, each priced at £10. This makes for a fascinating and 

varied exploration of the concept of shelter and hideaways.  

 

 

All proceeds from the postcards and 10% of profits from Katherine’s own work will go to 

Parkinson’s UK, a charity that is close to the artist’s heart. 



 

Notes for Editors: 

Katherine April is a photographer and arts editor based 

in York, UK. She is an art history graduate and the 

founder of Yorkshire Art Journal. Katherine has taken 

photographs for around six years and this is her first solo 

exhibition, having built up an extensive and exciting body 

of self-portraiture that has inadvertently begun to map her 

personal history. 

 

The artist’s work has become an expression of defiance 

– a celebration of increasing mental strength in the face 

of adversity. In these photographs one can read much 

about the artist’s encounters with anxiety and a relay 

between calm and fear, strength and bewilderment.  

 

The White Room is a relatively new arts space located in the basement of Priestley’s at 

nº 36 in York that presents an invigorating range of contemporary art by up-and-coming 

and seasoned artists.  

Priestleys at nº36 is a fantastic old shop dating back to just before the turn of the 

century. It started life as a butcher’s called Priestley. The shop front is covered in heavily 

glazed tiles to this day, preserving a lovely piece of York history. 

 

The Hideaway call to artists can be found on the artist’s website – all are welcome to 

contribute their own images and a selection will be displayed on the final wall of the 

exhibition in April 2015. http://katherineapril.com/hideaway-call-for-submissions/ 

 

Images attached: 

Katherine April:  ‘I will rise’, 2010; ‘Loom’, 2011; ‘Made of more’, 2014.  

Hideaway responses by Suvina Singal, Sid Black and Andy Leader.  

Copyright the artists. 

Images within this document: Katherine April – ‘Absolute’, 2010 (detail); ‘Hope there’s 

someone’, 2010; ‘Iris’, 2010; ‘I will rise’, 2010 (detail).  

Contact: 

For all press enquiries, including a full digital press pack, please email Katherine April – 

katherineaprilc@gmail.com – or call 07717 378426.  

Further information on the artist can be found on her website: www.katherineapril.com 

 

White Room details: 

The White Room, Priestley's at nº 36, 36 Bootham, York, YO30 7BW 

T: 01904 345130 - E: issy@priestleys-york.co.uk  
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